National Week of Action Twitter Chat
#MAPactionweek #MAPchat

Twitter Chat Instructions to Participate

**WHEN**: Thursday, March 17, 11am-12pm ET

**WHAT**: A Twitter Chat is a scheduled conversation designated by its own hashtag. All you have to do is tweet with the hashtag #MAPactionweek #MAPchat in response to the questions tweeted by @MActionProject!

**HOW TO PARTICIPATE**:

1. Search Twitter for #MAPactionweek #MAPchat and sort by “latest.” When you search, the “top” tweets, or tweets with the highest amount of engagement (most retweets, comments, and likes), will automatically appear first if you do not sort by “latest.”

2. For tweets to be included in the conversation, each tweet must include #MAPactionweek #MAPchat. If your tweet includes the appropriate hashtag but you’re still not seeing it in the conversation, check your spelling and ensure that no spaces or punctuation breaks up the hashtag.

3. The questions have been provided in advance for you below. Millennial Action Project (@MActionProject) will begin by tweeting each question, numbered as Q1, Q2, etc, allowing several minutes between questions for participants to tweet their answers with corresponding numbers A1, A2, and so on. For example:

   - @MActionProject | Q1: What can young electeds do to change the political discourse?
     ○ A1: Focus on ways we can connect with each other out of session and build rapport #MAPactionweek #MAPchat
   - @MActionProject | Q2: How can the public support post-partisanship?
     ○ A2: By urging electeds from all parties to act on important legislation #MAPactionweek #MAPchat

Feel free to retweet the questions sent from @MActionProject after we’ve tweeted them to help clue in your followers to the discussion, but please don’t preemptively tweet questions or answers before their time. In addition to these questions, you may be tagged to follow up on a particular topic or to provide additional information.